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HOUSEHOLD: Grandfather Clocks [EL-HFA-01]

CODE METADATA VER TIME

HFA 001 Clock: ticking 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 002 Clock: old, wooden pendulum clock ticking, delicate room hum, clean 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 003 Clock: old, wooden pendulum clock ticking (close) 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 004 Clock: old, wooden pendulum clock ticking (close) 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 005 Clock: old, wooden pendulum clock ticking, delicate room hum, clean 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 006 Clock: old, wooden pendulum tower clock ticking, delicate room hum, clean 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 007 Clock: old, wooden pendulum clock ticking (close) 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFA 008 Clock: old, wooden pendulum clock ticking 3.0 | TV 01:00

HFB 001 Clock: winding an old clock 3.0 | TV 00:09

HFB 002 Clock: winding an old wooden clock 3.0 | TV 00:07

HFB 003 Clock: winding an old wooden clock, closing the clock door 3.0 | TV 00:16

HFB 004 Clock: winding an old wooden clock 3.0 | TV 00:09

HFB 005 Clock: winding an old wooden clock, one chime triggered accidentally 3.0 | TV 00:16

HFB 006 Clock: winding an old wooden clock, a bit of room ambience 3.0 | TV 00:10

HFC 001 Clock: old wooden clock striking one, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:15

HFC 002 Clock: old wooden clock striking three, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:15

HFC 003 Clock: old wooden clock striking twelve, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:26

HFC 004 Clock: old wooden clock striking twelve 3.0 | TV 00:25

HFC 005 Clock: old big wooden clock striking one, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:15

HFC 006 Clock: old big wooden clock striking twelve, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:38

HFC 007 Clock: old big wooden clock striking one 3.0 | TV 00:09

CODE



HFC 008 Clock: old big wooden clock striking six 3.0 | TV 00:24

HFC 009 Clock: old big wooden clock striking twelve 3.0 | TV 00:36

HFC 010 Clock: old wooden palace clock striking one 3.0 | TV 00:11

HFC 011 Clock: old wooden palace clock striking twelve 3.0 | TV 00:32

HFC 012 Clock: old big wooden grandfather clock striking one 3.0 | TV 00:25

HFC 013 Clock: old big wooden grandfather clock striking twelve 3.0 | TV 01:08

HFC 014 Clock: old wooden clock striking one 3.0 | TV 00:10

HFC 015 Clock: old wooden clock striking eight, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:20

HFC 016 Clock: old wooden clock striking twelve 3.0 | TV 00:25

HFC 017 Clock: old wooden clock striking one, audible clockwork 3.0 | TV 00:20

HFC 018 Clock: old big wooden clock striking ten 3.0 | TV 00:47

HFC 019 Clock: old big wooden clock striking twelve 3.0 | TV 00:48

HFC 020 Clock: old porcelain palace clock chiming: long melody 3.0 | TV 00:21

HFC 021 Clock: old porcelain palace clock chiming: short melody 3.0 | TV 00:13

HFC 022 Clock: old big wooden palace clock striking one 3.0 | TV 00:21

HFC 023 Clock: old big wooden palace clock striking six 3.0 | TV 00:42

HFC 024 Clock: old big wooden palace clock chiming Big Ben like melody 3.0 | TV 00:26

HFC 025 Clock: old wooden clock striking twelve, a bit broken loud mechanism 3.0 | TV 00:48

HFD 001 Clock: old wooden, correcting the pendulum, checking clockwork and chime mechanizm 3.0 | TV 00:26

HFD 002 Clock: old wooden, correcting the pendulum, checking clockwork and chime mechanizm 3.0 | TV 00:24
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The SoundFX.online Sound Library, and the sounds it contains, 
is intended to be synchronized and used as part of any kind of 
original audio and/or visual production or application.  The 
license to use the SoundFX.online Sound Library and the 
sounds it contains is a lifetime, non-transferable, and worldwide 
license for synchronization rights, granted to a single user only. 
Neither the license nor the sounds may be transferred to a third 
party.

Reproducing or duplicating this collection, either in the form in 
which it is compiled or by any means of reformatting, mixing, 
filtering, re-synthesizing, processing, or otherwise editing for use 
in another product (e.g. relaxation or meditation apps, sounds as 
part of a web or app-based soundboard etc.) or for resale, is 
strictly prohibited without an express written consent of 
SEQUENSONIC.  All unauthorized copying, giving, trading, 
lending, renting, reissuing, redistributing or reselling of the 
SoundFX.online Sound Library, or any of the sounds it contains, 
is expressly prohibited.

All rights not expressly granted herein are reserved.
© SEQUENSONIC OÜ

LICENSE

We have been tailoring Music and Sound Effects for Film, TV, 
Radio and Games for well over two decades. The ultimate 
quality comes from our passion for the surround.

Developing sound space requires long hours of intensive work, 
superimposing layers, editing and cutting events that make up a 
sonic picture of the set where things are about to happen. 
Perfect sound sources are the key to great atmos and scenes.
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Effects Versions:
5.1 | 5.0 pre-edited, pre-filtered, full dynamics surround 96kHz/24bit .wav file, ready for your final touch!
3.0 | 2.0 pre-edited, pre-filtered, full dynamics LRC or stereo 96kHz/24bit .wav file, ready for your final touch!
TV filtered and EQed 48kHz/24bit .wav file with controlled dynamic range, ready for your timeline!
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